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CHAPTER 2
Network-centric Operations: Challenges and Pitfalls
Eric E. Silbaugh

...we must achieve: fundamentally joint, network-centric, distributed forces capable of rapid decision superiority and massed effects across the battlespace. Realizing these capabilities will require transforming our people, processes, and military forces.

—Donald H. Rumsfeld, Secretary of Defense

I. Introduction

Network-centric operations (NCO) concepts and capabilities are central to DOD transformation efforts and are predicted by advocates to have wide-ranging impacts on the conduct of warfare and military forces. NCO concepts cover the entire military response to the Information Age, including ways of thinking, human and organizational behavior, and the networks we use across the tactical, operational, and strategic levels of warfare. In a broad sense, NCO is about harnessing networks and networked forces to create military advantages and capabilities. These advantages are expressed in terms such as massed effects, decision superiority, speed of command, and self-synchronization. To achieve the predicted advantages and capabilities, NCO will require networks to exhibit characteristics such as robustness, high bandwidth, and interoperability. The military must realize the implications of these requirements to determine how best to implement the supporting networks and also comprehend how NCO capabilities will be impacted should any of these characteristics be denied or never come to fruition. Understanding the requirements levied upon our networks is fundamental to developing networks that will support and enhance NCO.

NCO relies heavily on collaboration and information sharing and creates a radical and challenging set of requirements for the supporting networks and information infrastructure. Current and near-term network capabilities leave a significant gap between the network and information infrastructure envisioned and required by NCO. Without this underlying infrastructure, the projected benefits of NCO concepts will not be realized and any dependent military capabilities will suffer.
This paper first highlights the centrality of NCO to DOD transformation efforts by using examples from Joint Visions 2010 and 2020, the OSD Office of Force Transformation (OFT), and Service transformation documents to demonstrate the importance of NCO to DOD. Next, it examines NCO concepts to identify core characteristics and underlying capabilities levied on the supporting network. These sources of NCO thought come primarily from DOD authors; however, many other countries and alliances, including the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and NATO, are also interested in NCO-like concepts. The essay then analyzes several capabilities required of networks to determine some of the attendant requirements and challenges. This analysis includes potential impacts should networks fail to achieve the required performance or collapse under attack. These challenges are illustrated using examples from the author’s experience on the CENTCOM/J6 staff during Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom (OEF and OIF). Finally, the analysis provides some recommendations to mitigate associated vulnerabilities introduced by relying upon networks and the promises of NCO.

II. Network-centric Transformation

DOD transformation efforts are affecting nearly every facet of our military including people, organizations, processes, and equipment. NCO concepts are central to these transformation efforts at all levels and are referenced either explicitly or implicitly. This section will examine Joint Vision 2010 (JV2010) and Joint Vision 2020 (JV2020), the OFT document Military Transformation: A Strategic Approach, and each of the Service’s transformation roadmaps to identify the reliance of these visions upon NCO. Understanding this reliance will motivate and inform the analysis of the infrastructure requirements to support NCO.

Joint Vision 2010 & 2020

The future world envisioned by JV2010 has a more lethal battlespace that will require increased stealth, mobility, dispersion, and higher ops tempo from our forces. The response proposed by JV2010 includes the operational concepts of Dominant Maneuver, Precision Engagement, Focused Logistics, and Full Dimensional Protection all focused by Information Superiority to create Full Spectrum Dominance. JV2020 retains and elaborates upon the same construct. These operational concepts all rely on information superiority or NCO-like concepts. Full Spectrum Dominance seeks the ability to “conduct prompt, sustained, synchronized, operations globally across all domains.”
specifically notes that a key enabler of this capability is information superiority. Dominant Maneuver identifies information superiority as enabling adaptive concurrent planning, coordination of dispersed units, and anticipation of events. Precision Engagement depends on linking sensors, delivery systems, and weapons via networks. Information networks will support Focused Logistics with real-time asset visibility, a common relevant operational picture (CROP), enhanced decision-support tools, and seamless connection to the commercial sector. Protecting information content and systems is identified as a critical need for Full Dimensional Protection.

Information Superiority is the lens focusing all these operational concepts that will produce a competitive advantage when translated into superior knowledge and decisions. Better decisions made faster than our opponent can react should allow us to shape the battlefield to our advantage. Underlying information superiority are global, interconnected, end-to-end information capabilities provided by the network-centric environment of the global information grid (GIG). Besides the direct linkages to networks and information superiority, the capabilities identified in each JV2010/20 operational concept have parallels in NCO concepts.

**Military Transformation: A Strategic Approach**

The OSD Office of Force Transformation provides overall DOD transformation guidance in *Military Transformation: A Strategic Approach*, which outlines a high-level vision for DOD transformation efforts. In particular, NCO is identified as the conceptual framework that will shape much of DOD transformation efforts. NCO concepts explicitly underlie two of the six critical operational goals of transformation and are the foundation for two of the four pillars of military transformation. Finally, the emerging way of war this transformation will produce and the corresponding joint operations concepts are explicitly constructed around NCO principles: information superiority, shared awareness, self-synchronization, dispersed forces producing massed effects, and compressed operations that eliminate boundaries between organizations and increase speed of command. Thus, DOD transformation is directly linked to achieving promised NCO benefits.

**Service Transformation Plans**

NCO concepts are either explicit or implicit throughout the *Air Force Transformation Flight Plan*. More specifically, network-centric concepts underlie five of sixteen desired Air Force transformational
capabilities and are implicit in four of the remaining transformational capabilities. The Army Transformation Roadmap envisions creating fully networked battle command capabilities that enable interdependent network-centric warfare. NCO concepts are evident throughout the discussion of battle command, which in turn underlies each of the Army’s four major operational concepts. Battle command on-the-move (BCOTM) is intended to produce rapid, integrated, simultaneous, and synchronized operations. The envisioned GIG is a highly mobile, self-organizing, self-healing, multilevel secure, resilient network transporting multiple forms of information across all echelons. The Naval Transformation Roadmap envisions three operational concepts all connected by FORCEnet. NCO attributes are present throughout the discussion of FORCEnet. Specifically, it will be a single, comprehensive command and control (C2) network combining sensors, networks, decision aids, weapons, and supporting systems. FORCEnet will use multiple transmission paths to create a fault-tolerant, adaptable, self-organizing, self-monitoring, self-healing, secure, continuously available network that enables collaboration and adaptive mission planning and rehearsal.

Thus, NCO concepts and its expected benefits are deeply embedded within DOD, the Joint Staff, and the Services’ transformation guidance. As a result, DOD transformation (and our future military capability) is unlikely to be successful unless NCO delivers these expected benefits.

III. Network-centric Characteristics and Attributes

Network-centric warfare (NCW), now known as NCO, was a concept first introduced by then Vice Admiral A. K. Cebrowski and Mr. John Gartiska. Many of the concepts cited are not new but are a synthesis of ongoing discussions on the role of information warfare and information superiority and the transition from an industrial to an information age. This section traces NCO concepts from the expected results, back through the enabling processes, and finally to the characteristics and attributes required of the underlying networks and information infrastructure (also called infostructure). NCO-like discussions are not confined to DOD. Before analyzing these works, characteristics of the network-centric environment common to all these sources will be highlighted.

The Network-centric Environment

The predicted future environment has stealthy, mobile forces widely dispersed upon a non-contiguous battlefield operating at very high operational tempos. Forces with these attributes will be more lethal and effective than ever before. Furthermore, NCO predicts a compression of
the tactical, operational, and strategic levels of war and the need to operate seamlessly across organizational boundaries. NCO foresees a proliferation of lower cost, independent sensors and actors that will depend upon distributed rather than embedded intelligence. These sensors are predicted to become nearly ubiquitous and deliver more types of and more detailed information as technology costs decline. Traditional platforms (aircraft, tanks, ships) may also disappear by evolving from integrated, intelligent networked entities into self-organized “packs” and “swarms” of independent sensors, weapons, and decision-makers with distributed intelligence connected through the infostructure. We can already begin to see the impact this vision will have on, and our dependence upon, the infostructure connecting these “swarms.”

Network-centric Warfare

The book Network-centric Warfare: Developing and Leveraging Information Superiority was one of the first efforts to describe NCO. The authors defined NCW (now NCO) as a combination of forces, information technology, and thinking:

NCW focuses on the combat power that can be generated from the effective linking or networking of the warfighting enterprise. It is characterized by the ability of geographically dispersed forces…to create a high level of shared battlespace awareness that can be exploited via self-synchronization and other network-centric operations to achieve commanders’ intent. NCW supports speed of command—the conversion of superior information position to action...In brief, NCW is not narrowly about technology, but broadly about an emerging military response to the Information Age. [emphasis added]

Information Age warfare and NCO, as expressed in Understanding Information Age Warfare, require information superiority—creating a dynamic, relative advantage in the information domain while denying the same to our adversaries. Information advantage is assessed not in terms of the information and communications capabilities of our forces relative to our adversary’s, but rather, by the information capabilities available to our forces relative to their mission needs. Together, these works describe a network-centric enterprise and identify the key capabilities and attributes required for NCO. These attributes will be traced from the expected
results, through processes and enablers, to the underlying network requirements. In both, a network consists of nodes (entities) and the links among them. Nodes do things (sense, decide, act) and information is passed over links from one battlespace entity to another. These networks, plus the information they contain, constitute the information infrastructure, or infostructure, a term that will be used throughout the rest of this paper. This infostructure is the "entry fee" and the key enabler in the chain leading to the expected results (see Figure 2.1).

The expected results of NCO are an increased operational tempo and speed of command, which will increase the lethality, survivability, and responsiveness of our forces. Ideally these forces will be adaptive, agile, and self-synchronizing without delays imposed by static C2 hierarchies. These combined results should enable us to create synchronized, massed effects from widely dispersed and mobile forces and shape the battlefield to faster than our opponents. Together, NCO concepts are expected to produce dramatic increases in military effectiveness.

Collaboration by decision-makers distributed throughout echelons and across organizations is used to develop shared knowledge and understanding of the battlespace and the commander’s intent. This shared understanding will then reduce the time required for planning and execution and produce higher-quality decisions. Collaboration requires shared awareness and must be a
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**Figure 2.1 The Network-centric Enterprise.**
continuous, inclusive process where all required personnel are interconnected and can participate interactively (two-way communication).\textsuperscript{35}

Shared awareness depends on networked sensors, data fusion, and information sharing. Wide and rapid sharing of media-rich and content-rich information by sensors and other producers increases accessibility to information but also requires controlling access to and protecting information. Thus, tools and software agents are necessary that find and fuse widely shared information from across the network, create common relevant operational pictures (CROPs), and provide views of information tailored to the problem at hand.\textsuperscript{36}

Collaboration and shared awareness will levy heavy requirements on the underlying infostructure. This infostructure is assumed by NCO advocates to be ubiquitous, robust, high-performance, easy to use, and facilitate finding and filtering relevant information and fusing this information in a timely manner.\textsuperscript{37} Robust networking must ensure connectivity and interoperability and provide the necessary speed and reduced latency. All battlespace entities will connect via the network — not necessarily directly node-to-node. This will require a geographically and hierarchically dispersed network to provide secure, seamless connectivity between dispersed and highly mobile entities.\textsuperscript{38} NCO advocates note that increased synchronization implies increased dependence on the infostructure and a higher sensitivity to errors, both in information and execution, which could lead to reduced operational robustness.\textsuperscript{39} This dependence and sensitivity only increases the required performance of the infostructure.

This infostructure will incorporate large amounts of commercial technology that will also be available to our adversaries. Thus, the advantage we gain from technology will be dynamic and possibly fleeting.\textsuperscript{40} High rates of technological change will also force backwards compatibility with both our own and coalition forces to operate across several, co-existing generations of technology.\textsuperscript{41} NCO requires that information on the network be trustworthy and useful which drives requirements in quality, security and assurance, and reach. Quality information requires completeness, accuracy and precision, timeliness, and consistency between sources. Security and assurance of information requires availability, privacy, integrity, authenticity, and non-repudiation. Information reach requires information sharing and access to high-quality services across multiple security levels, echelons, organizations, and functional groups.\textsuperscript{42}
Understanding “Power to the Edge”

*Power to the Edge*\(^{43}\) begins with affirming the NCO tenets described above and moves on to illustrate the concepts of smart pull, post-before-processing, and the need for interoperability. Access to information is the domain of smart pull and post-before-processing. Smart pull is premised on a Web-like scenario that allows users to obtain the necessary information on-demand without requiring interaction with producers. Older paradigms required intelligence in producers to know who needed to know their information and where the information should be sent. Smart pull shifts the burden of obtaining information to one of access, description, discovery, filtering for relevance, and interpreting and fusing by the “edge” user. Post-before-processing requires producers to make both raw and processed information immediately available. This should ensure information timeliness bounded only by availability and performance of the network and information management and dissemination tools and policy.\(^{44}\)

Interoperability is a key derived requirement. Systems must support a rich array of connectivity and ensure entities are connected to the network with standard protocols. Users must be able to find, retrieve, and understand information (which requires data and metadata standards). The network must advertise and provide high quality information and adaptive computational services with flexible access control. Finally, networks must support the required applications and protocols to create collaborative environments.\(^{45}\)

The authors of *Power to the Edge* require the underlying network to be ubiquitous, secure, robust, protected, and high-bandwidth. This requires multi-mode communications media integrated into a multi-hop, beyond-line-of-sight, dynamically routed network that must also be self-managing and adaptive to node and link failure and provide quality of service guarantees based on bandwidth, latency, reliability, and precedence. This network will take advantage of commercial technology using Internet Protocol (IP) as the common standard and other open-systems standards as necessary. Commercial security standards will be used to handle mobile code, denial of service, and insider threats. Security and risk management must also be an integral design consideration.\(^{46}\) This is an incredible list of required infrastructure capabilities.

**Network-enabled Capabilities**

The United Kingdom has developed a concept of network-enabled capabilities (NEC) that shares many similarities with NCO, even though NEC seems to have an evolutionary, vice revolutionary, outlook.
NEC shares the tenets of NCW but is more limited in scope in that it is not a doctrine or vision. Nor does it seek to place the network at the center of capability in the doctrinal way that the term NCW implies. Rather, NEC is much more concerned with evolving capability by providing a coherent framework to link sensors, decision makers and weapon systems to enable emerging UK doctrine on effects-based operations to be achieved.\(^{47}\)

NEC depends on shared awareness between and collaboration with multiple group members. Gathering, maintaining, and presenting relevant information that is consistent across all group members is a key requirement. NEC expects the future battlespace to be teeming with information. However, this information will not be pushed to the user. Instead, a small part of this information pool will be presented and the user will actively search for additional information across multiple networks. This requires tools capable of proactively searching for, exchanging, and manipulating information while ensuring security.\(^{48}\)

NEC requires a resilient information infrastructure that must provide a secure environment meeting dynamic requirements, including the capability to share and access the required information, transparent information flow across domains, and robustness in the face of communications jamming. Additional requirements are efficient management of information sharing and end-to-end performance guarantees based on the operational situation.\(^{49}\) Again, this describes a supremely capable infrastructure far beyond current achievements. Overall, NCO and NEC provide a consistent set of concepts that rely on collaboration and information sharing and create an extremely demanding set of requirements for the supporting networks and information infrastructure. Without this infrastructure, NCO concepts and advantages will not be fully realized. How to implement this infrastructure is yet to be determined: “Networks are merely a means to an end; they convey “stuff” from one place to another and they are the purview of technologists. \textit{NCW does not focus on network-centric computing and communications, but rather focuses on information flows, the nature and characteristics of battlespace entities, and how they need to interact.”}\(^{50}\) [emphasis added]

This leaves a significant gap between the network and information infrastructure envisioned and required by NCO and current or near-term capabilities. Analyzing infrastructure requirements and identifying pitfalls and keys to close this gap are the focus of the next section.
IV. Required Infostructure Capabilities

NCO proponents are not blind to the requirements NCO levies on information infrastructure.

The [near term] infostructure we can reasonably expect...will have shortfalls...continued vulnerabilities, a lack of connectivity and bandwidth, particularly for that stubborn last mile, and problems with mobility and survivability.51 ...there is every possibility that the unintended consequences of wiring up the battlespace and hoping for the best will, in fact, degrade performance...NCW needs...analyses and experiments...to understand how we can reap the huge potential of NCW, while avoiding the pitfalls of unintended consequences.52

Others are also beginning to comment on the various challenges and potential pitfalls of relying on NCO.53 The task in this section is to examine several, but not all, characteristics required from the infostructure by NCO and infer some required capabilities and potential vulnerabilities. First, the nature of networks will be examined and some inherent characteristics and vulnerabilities identified. Next, the capabilities necessary for our networks to exhibit the required resilience, utility, and resistance to failure required to support NCO will be discussed. Then, the challenges from NCO for network ubiquity and robustness in terms of bandwidth, latency, and connectivity will be addressed. Finally, the impacts of information sharing, information overload and network topology, and interoperability on our networks and current practices will be discussed. Throughout examples of satellite communications (SATCOM) and other network systems based on the author’s experience on the CENTCOM/J6 staff in OEF and OIF will be referenced to illustrate how these characteristics manifest in practice.

The Nature of Networks

A network consists of nodes (entities) and the links among them….the nature of the links that will provide the best performance under a wide range of battlespace environments and conditions is one of the key questions that needs to be addressed as we take NCW from concept to reality.54 [emphasis added]
Understanding how the nature of nodes and links affect the performance of networks is the current task. Dr. Albert-Laszlo Barabasi and his co-workers have studied many different networks, both natural and artificial, and have presented some of their results in a book entitled *Linked.* Others have also studied the Internet using very different methods; yet they have come to strikingly similar conclusions. This section examines some of these inherent network properties and uses them to analyze recent examples of military networks in the next sections.

Dr. Barabasi and his colleagues have found that most complex networks in nature exhibit scale-free properties. Scale-free means there is no average number of links connected to a given node. Instead, there are a few hubs (nodes) with many links, many nodes with few links, and a continuous distribution between these limits with an inverse relationship between the number of links to each node and the number of nodes. Airline route maps, the Internet, and the World Wide Web (Web) are all networks that exhibit scale-free properties. In scale-free networks, highly connected hubs will form and fundamentally define the network’s connectivity—these hubs hold the network together. These hubs also determine the network’s structural stability, dynamic behavior, robustness, and tolerance to error and attack.

In dynamic networks, such as the Internet and the Web, a node’s connectivity changes over time. These researchers found via computer simulation that dynamic networks can exist in one of two states. In one state, the network is scale-free with each hub competing for links causing a distribution of hub connectivity. In the other state, the network is “winner-take-all” and a single, highly connected hub emerges, similar to a monopoly or a star network. Star networks are extremely vulnerable to attacks on the central hub. Therefore, we should attempt to ensure our infostructure has scale-free properties.

The phase change between these states is determined by preferential attachment of nodes to hubs. Dr. Barabasi gives the growth of the Internet as an example. Here preference of attachment was determined by two factors: cost of connection (distance to a hub) and the quality of access (bandwidth and number of connections). This preferential attachment caused well-connected hubs to grow larger, but prevented formation of a single hub, and thus determined the scale-free properties shown by the Internet. Now we will examine some military networks that seem to exhibit these dynamic, scale-free properties.
Satellite Communications

Satellite communications (SATCOM) were critical during OEF and OIF, as the CENTCOM theater has limited terrestrial (fiber, cable) connectivity and because operations required high mobility over large regions. U.S. military SATCOM networks seemed to exhibit preferential attachment and scale-free properties. Both the standardized tactical entry point (STEP) ground stations and the very few joint communications nodes in theater connected to terrestrial fiber were in high demand. These STEP and joint sites provided low latency access to CONUS networks, provided a wide array of communications services, and minimized the number of satellite hops within theater due to their large number of links. Thus, communicators at deployed sites fought tooth-and-nail to get their site connected to one of these hubs—a classic example of preferential attachment in a dynamic network. Unfortunately, even with emergency upgrades, these STEP and joint sites were not able to handle the explosive requirements growth.

Four separate military and five different commercial (aggregating vendors and similar satellites) SATCOM systems were in use simultaneously supporting operations throughout CENTCOM’s theater. The only interconnections between these SATCOM systems occurred at the already overloaded STEP and joint sites, and not all of these sites had connections to all systems. Thus, these hubs limited the network’s connectivity characteristics. Their limitations greatly restricted flexibility to support operations and highlight the need to diversify the number and locations of these sites and provision them appropriately.

Communications satellites themselves are also a type of hub and can be analyzed as a star network. Star networks are exceedingly vulnerable to attacks on the central hub. Jamming satellites is the most likely method to attack SATCOM and can disable all networks a given satellite supports. Some military SATCOM systems have a level of resistance to jamming. However, commercial SATCOM systems have no jam-resistance and limited resistance to unintentional interference. Thus, satellites are potentially lucrative targets for our adversaries, as approximately 75% of all CENTCOM theater communications were carried on commercial satellites during OIF.

Military SATCOM (MILSATCOM) programs such as the mobile-user objective system (MUOS), wideband gapfiller (WGS), and transformational-SATCOM (T-SAT) are in work to deliver greatly increased communications capacity and more flexible interconnections between satellite systems. Nevertheless, even these systems will meet only a fraction of the projected requirements. Moreover, alternatives to
SATCOM such as fiber do not reach everywhere nor are they mobile. Thus, commercial SATCOM will be used by military for the foreseeable future.

The above analysis and examples highlight the need to identify, protect, provision, and diversify the connectivity hubs within all our networks, not just SATCOM. We must correctly predict demand for, provision capacity at, and ensure flexible interconnections between critical connectivity hubs. We must recognize inherent commercial SATCOM vulnerabilities and implement countermeasures to identify, locate, and mitigate the effects of failures or attacks. Future self-organizing, self-healing networks must not be allowed to degenerate into vulnerable configurations due to failure or attack.

Resilience, Utility, and Cascade Failure

Resilience, utility, and resistance to failure are highly desirable qualities for our infostructure. Highly interconnected, complex networks usually provide efficient use of resources and lower costs. These scale-free networks also exhibit high resilience against random failures. Under random failures, a significant fraction (up to 80%) of nodes can be removed and the network will still remain connected. Random failures predominantly affect small nodes with a few links. However, the hubs with many links are the source of a network’s robust connectivity. Using simulations, Dr. Barabasi has shown that preferentially attacking hubs causes complete collapse of network connectivity after a critical threshold of hubs (much less than 80%) is removed. Thus, the hubs that provide desired network characteristics simultaneously create vulnerabilities to attack.

In the world of NCO, nodal connectivity is not the only measure of merit. The utility of a collaborative network is measured by the number of users. A “law” attributed to Dr. Metcalfe, inventor of the Ethernet, maintains that the utility of a network increases proportionally to the square of the number of users. Double the number of users and utility quadruples. However, an “inverse Metcalf’s Law” effect comes into play as users are disconnected from the network by failure or attacks. If 80 percent of a network’s users have been disconnected, the remaining network (while still fully interconnected) retains only 4 percent of its utility for collaboration! Meanwhile, collaboration utility is zero for all the disconnected users. Thus, a network under attack may retain its connectivity but become useless for collaboration. Preventing utility collapse will require protecting both hub and user connectivity to the network from disruption.
Highly connected networks are usually robust to failure; but when something goes wrong, effects can cascade throughout the system. Cascading failures are a dynamic property of networks, but they usually do not happen instantaneously. The blackouts of 1996 and 2003 affecting the U.S. and Canadian power grids are an example of this phenomenon.\textsuperscript{63} The Internet is also subject to widespread congestion collapse and routing instability at various times.\textsuperscript{64}

Given this potential, we must identify the warning signs of impending cascade failure and search diligently for the first hint of trouble. Identifying warning signs is outside the scope of this paper. However, several researchers provide some intriguing suggestions and examples.\textsuperscript{65} At the very least this will require a complex, distributed network of sensors that sense the network to help create a self-healing and self-managing network. Creating a resilient and useful network will require protecting connectivity hubs against preferential attack. Users must stay connected to the network to prevent a utility collapse; this requires protecting their links from disruption and providing users multiple connectivity paths. Finally, preventing cascade failure will require continuous vigilance and a deep understanding of all networks.

**Ubiquity and Robustness: Bandwidth, Latency, and Connectivity**

Ubiquity and robustness are two concepts that describe a network available everywhere, at high bandwidths, all the time. These properties are tied to bandwidth, latency, and connectivity. A network’s capacity and a link’s bandwidth are usually the only parameters discussed by NCO advocates. But parameters such as latency and connectivity also have a huge impact on ubiquity and robustness. The implications of all three parameters are as follows. “Bandwidth capacity is significantly limited across the strategic, operational, and tactical levels. Solutions exist for bandwidth problems at the strategic and, possibly, the operational levels...but at the tactical levels, this bandwidth shortage is expected to remain into the foreseeable future.”\textsuperscript{66}

Bandwidth shortages at the tactical level do not bode well for NCO, as this is exactly where the greatest gains can be found. Current difficulties in providing bandwidth to deployed forces in OEF and OIF are well documented\textsuperscript{67} and both Generals Franks and Abizaid highlighted bandwidth and C2 shortfalls for mobile, tactical forces in testimony to Congress.\textsuperscript{68} Individual tactical units currently require less bandwidth than higher echelon forces, but their requirements will increase as we migrate towards smart pull. And tactical units are much more numerous on the
battlefield. Thus, while an individual unit’s bandwidth requirements may be reasonable, the aggregate bandwidth requirements from tactical units will impose huge loads on the system, as seen in OIF. MILSATCOM systems such as MUOS and T-SAT must not be delayed and must deliver on their promised capacity, as they are critical to delivering NCO capabilities.

Given increased mobility and dispersion of forces on future battlefields, wireless communications will be the primary means of providing “last mile” connectivity. Radio-frequency wireless communications will be the major source of tactical bandwidth (vice optical communications due to weather and other impairments). Unfortunately, the optimal spectrum for line-of-sight and satellite communications is already crowded. Based on the author’s personal experience, spectrum congestion and interference resolution problems had direct impacts on OIF operations. This situation will only get worse with more wireless systems.

Mesh networking systems, where each node can relay packets for another, have been proposed to provide tactical wireless connectivity and are under development in the commercial and military sectors. Terrestrial and airborne mesh networks must deal with rapidly changing and intermittent link connectivity, which is much different from the current Internet and will require new protocols and systems. Nodes joining and leaving the network and exchanging routing information will require authentication to prevent attacks and spoofing—authentication that is not part of most current protocols. Sparse node distribution across the battlefield due to dispersion and mobility implies fewer options for node-to-node relay, which will increase reliance on overburdened SATCOM and drive development of aerial and near-space relay capability. SATCOM and spectrum limitations and mesh networking challenges will ensure that bandwidth in the tactical “last mile” will remain a significant NCO challenge for some time.

Latency-intolerant applications can cause disruptions in operations that call into question the robustness of a network. Latency is the delay introduced by the network when transferring information. The sources of latency are numerous but usually involve propagation delay such as SATCOM hops and queuing delays due to congested links. Delay sets well-known upper limits on throughput over SATCOM links. Increasing bandwidth will not help; only reducing delay or improving network protocols will help. Latency will only increase with increasing use of wireless networks, dependence on SATCOM, and deployment of distributed sensor networks.
In the CENTCOM theater, the automated deep operations coordination system (ADOCS) was used simultaneously for time-sensitive targeting (TST) collaboration by multiple, geographically dispersed units. One unit in particular was initially separated from the ADOCS servers by three SATCOM hops, which introduced a minimum propagation delay of 0.75 seconds. Link congestion during peak operations often increased one-way latency to well over 1.5 seconds, causing ADOCS to crash. Reconfiguring the theater SATCOM network to reduce these latencies took many days and impacted several other units. STE and STU-III telephones also experienced severe difficulty going secure over links with more than two SATCOM hops; this problem was never fully overcome during OIF. Latency tolerance must be designed into applications and protocols for the foreseeable future to ensure robust network services.

Network connectivity can be disrupted by our enemies through direct attack both external and internal to the network, or due to mission profile. Jamming, electro-magnetic pulse, and high-power microwaves are all threats to which wireless systems are vulnerable (especially commercial equipment). Effective anti-jam often requires protection ratios of 100:1; however, there is an inverse relationship between data rates and jamming protection given fixed spectrum and power. Imagine how effective network-centric operations will be when available data rates are reduced by a factor of 100. Integration of the Global Positioning System (GPS) into nearly every platform and weapon also creates an inviting target for our adversaries, as witnessed during OIF. Without countermeasures in place, disruption of GPS could have severe impacts on mission effectiveness. Even if we cannot protect all systems from these threats, we should at least provide the ability to sense and report interference. The lack of easy access to interference geo-location capability hindered efficient use of ultra-high frequency tactical satellite (UHF TACSAT) communications during OEF and OIF.

The very connectivity we prize also provides the avenue for distributed-denial-of-service attacks through the network, as witnessed by the widely noticed attack on Yahoo and the spread of Slammer, Witty, and other recent Internet worms. Researchers are now predicting the rise of “flash worms” that could infect all vulnerable computers on the Internet in single-digit minutes and cryptographic malware that could hold our data hostage. Launching a distributed-denial-of-service or flash worm attack requires very little infrastructure—a personal data assistant (PDA), a cell phone with Internet service, and an attitude will suffice—and defending against these attacks is difficult.
Increasing stealth is a necessary requirement that will limit collaboration of our forces unless applications are designed to operate while disconnected or with intermittent connectivity. Controlling emissions or using infrequent, short, and low-data-rate transmissions is routinely practiced by the Navy, F-117, and B-2 pilots and by special operations forces to improve stealth. Thus, these forces will not be able to query the network for information during much of their missions. Developing reliable, one-way broadcast reception coupled with smart data caching could improve the situational awareness of these forces.

Overall, providing a ubiquitous and robust network will be difficult and will face inherent tradeoffs between protection and capacity. Bandwidth for mobile, dispersed forces will likely be limited for quite some time; thus, we should carefully experiment with smart pull and ensure our applications are bandwidth efficient. Latency and disconnection-tolerant applications and protocols will be necessary to ensure robust operations. Continued reliance on a network unprotected from external and internal disruption would create significant mission vulnerabilities. Whether we can afford the capacity and cost tradeoffs remains to be seen. Finally, the need to continue operations while disconnected from the network may even call into question the NCO premise that platforms will transform into self-organizing “swarms.”

**Surfing the Information Tsunami: Sharing, Topology, and Interoperability**

Information sharing is a foundational NCO tenet. Ensuring data integrity, accuracy, precision, and consistency will be paramount requirements, especially as our adversaries attack our networks and attempt sophisticated denial, deception, and camouflage to defeat our sensors. According to Dr. Linton Wells, assistant secretary of defense for network and information integration, “Probably the most stupid idea we could think of is becoming dependent on a network that is not secure.”

On the other hand, he also notes that the biggest cultural problem is data sharing across both security domains and organizations and that a data strategy should become as important as other transformational efforts. Difficulties in sharing information across security domains negatively impacted CENTCOM operations during OEF and OIF, particularly information sharing with our coalition partners. Current security policy drove implementation of seven different networks of different security levels, as coalition partners could not have access to U.S. networks. Each network required a completely separate infrastructure from the user’s desktop to the servers and was limited to slow, human-in-the-loop
information exchange guards between networks (except for extremely limited applications). Requirements to collaborate outside the .mil domain and with coalition partners will only increase.\textsuperscript{85} Unfortunately, the requirements for immediate posting, smart pull, and collaboration are in direct conflict with current security policies, practices, and access control tools. Solutions may require moving to a risk management security policy vice the current risk aversion policy, and solutions must also simplify the underlying infrastructure to reduce complexity and costs.

Our military operations already suffer from information overload, and the promised proliferation and increasing data rates of sensors and posting of information across the infostructure will only compound the problem. Just finding available information within a sea of data has become a significant challenge. But we also face a challenge to full information access based on topology limitations in directed networks. Communications and Internet Protocol (IP) networks such as the Internet typically have bi-directional links. Many of the services anticipated for use in collaboration will be Web-based, but the Web is a directed network (links are one-way). Based on Dr. Barabasi’s observations, all directed networks break into four regions: IN, OUT, CORE, and ISLANDS (see Figure 2.2). In these networks each region has different properties—links lead IN to the CORE and OUT from the CORE, the CORE is densely interconnected, and there are multiple ISLANDS not connected to the other three regions. These properties place severe limitations on our ability to search and navigate the Web, which are only partially mitigated by search engines.\textsuperscript{86} Further, the global broadcast system (GBS) is used within the CENTCOM, EUCOM, and PACOM theaters to efficiently deliver video and large files such as imagery products via uni-directional broadcasts in a one-to-many fashion.

Directed networks such as the Web and GBS will require new tools and services to overcome the limitations created by network topology as noted in previous sections. Lack of these tools will hinder information flow and accessibility, smart pull, and shared situational awareness. The twin challenges of information overload and network topology highlight information dissemination and management as an area that must receive intense attention and effort as we become more reliant on NCO.

Interoperability is subtle—any significant network requires multiple interacting protocols and data and metadata standards to ensure transfer and proper interpretation of data. Merely defining and using standard protocols and data formats is not enough.\textsuperscript{87} The users interested in a given capability must choose and implement the same set of protocols and standards. Collaborative tool suites are extremely useful, but are also one
of the most complex software tools in use by DOD. Each standardized suite provides a roughly comparable and useful set of functionalities. However, current suites each choose a different set of standard protocols with which to implement its functionality. Thus, the CENTCOM theater was forced to use two standards-compliant collaboration suites that were not interoperable. This led to joint task forces (JTFs) using one tool suite to collaborate with lower echelon forces, a second tool suite to collaborate with higher echelons, and the lower echelons (under different JTFs) with no means to collaborate with each other.

Predator UAV video distribution also provides an instructive example. The Predator system was fielded, for programmatic reasons, without a means to disseminate the analog video feed from the ground-control station (GCS) to users scattered across the theater. Deployed communicators devised an ad hoc solution using commercial motion picture experts group (MPEG) video compression equipment. The initial links used an encoder that embedded MPEG data within IP packets. Later, encoders were used that placed MPEG data within IP packets within asynchronous-transfer mode (ATM) cells because the vendor of the original encoder had gone out of business. Due to extreme pressure to increase Predator video distribution, GBS was also pressed into service to carry compressed video. However, GBS had standardized on encoders that embedded MPEG data directly into ATM cells. Each of these three encoders used well-recognized, standardized data formats and protocols. Yet the CENTCOM theater ended up
with three mutually non-interoperable UAV video distribution networks. These are only two examples that highlight the need to define sets of standards that provide interoperable end-to-end functional capabilities.\textsuperscript{89}

Improved information sharing across domains, across organizations, and with coalition partners will require radical changes to our current security policies and practices. In particular, we need to reduce or eliminate the need for separate, complex network infrastructures for each security domain. Overcoming information overload and topology limitations will require new generations of information dissemination and management tools. Finally, true interoperability requires defining and implementing sets of standards that provide end-to-end functional capabilities.
V. Summary and Recommendations

Topology, robustness, and vulnerability cannot be fully separated. All complex systems have their Achilles’ heel.⁹⁰

Network-centric operations (NCO) concepts and capabilities are central to DOD, Service, and allied transformation efforts and are predicted to have wide-ranging impacts on the conduct of warfare and military forces. The predicted future environment has stealthy, mobile forces widely dispersed upon a non-contiguous battlefield operating at very high operational tempos. The tenets of NCO are that a robustly networked force improves information sharing and collaboration. Ultimately, this should provide improved decision quality and increased mission effectiveness by massing effects from widely dispersed and mobile forces and allowing us to shape the battlespace faster than our adversary using synchronized effects.

NCO involves a consistent set of concepts that rely on collaboration and information sharing and create a radical and challenging set of requirements for the supporting networks and information infrastructure. Current and near-term network capabilities leave a significant gap between the network and information infrastructure envisioned and required by NCO. Without this underlying infrastructure, the projected benefits of NCO concepts will not be realized and any dependent military capabilities will suffer. This analysis of infrastructure requirements has identified some key capability gaps to address and highlighted some potential pitfalls to avoid:

- Bandwidth for mobile, dispersed forces will be limited for quite some time; thus, we must carefully experiment with smart pull and ensure our applications are bandwidth efficient.
- We must identify, protect, provision, and diversify the connectivity hubs within our networks and recognize inherent commercial SATCOM vulnerabilities and implement countermeasures to limit the effects of failures or attacks.
- Effective collaboration requires protecting user and hub connectivity to prevent the “inverse Metcalfe effect” from creating a network utility collapse. Continued reliance on networks unprotected from external and internal disruption will create significant mission vulnerabilities.
- Preventing cascade failure will require a deep understanding of our networks and continuous vigilance using a distributed network of sensors that sense the network
• Tools for information dissemination and management must receive intense attention and effort to prevent information overload. We must create tools and services to overcome the limitations on discovery, access, and transfer imposed by network topology.

• Latency and disconnection tolerance must be designed into applications and protocols for the foreseeable future to ensure robust network services.

• Improved information sharing across security domains will require radical changes to our current security policies and practices.

• True interoperability requires defining and implementing sets of standards that provide end-to-end functional capabilities.

    NCO’s dependence on the infostructure creates a set of potential vulnerabilities that can only be overcome through critical analysis, superlative systems engineering and implementation, and continued investment in people, organizations, and equipment. Whether the sweeping vista of NCO’s ultimate goals can ever be achieved remains to be seen. However, even attempting to create the networks and information infrastructure demanded by NCO will produce vastly more capable and robust networks and information capabilities and enhance our military forces.
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